"From its very starting point Islam denies what Christianity takes as its central truth
claim-the fact that Jesus Chris is the only begotten Son of the Father. If Allah has no Son
by definition, Allah is not the God who revealed himself in the Son. How then can the use of
Allah by Christians lead to anything but confusion...and worse?" - R. Albert Mohler Jr.,
President of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
"Thomas Jefferson, embroiled in a war with Islamic terrorists in his day, commented, “Too
long, for the honor of nations, have those Barbarians been [permitted] to trample on the
sacred faith of treaties, on the rights and laws of human nature!” - Thomas Jefferson
"[The Satanic Verses] is the title given to an episode which exists in the traditions of the life
of the Prophet Muhammad," Rushdie says. "It suggests that, at one point, the devil
appeared to him in the guise of the archangel and asked him to recite verses which
accepted as semi-divine the three most popular pagan goddesses of pre-Islamic Mecca."Salman Rushdie
“You know, there are cartoons about The Pope every day in the papers, that you don't
have Catholics burning down newspaper offices.”-Salman Rushdie
"Today (1950), the hatred of the Moslem countries against the West is becoming hatred
against Christianity itself. Although the statesmen have not yet taken it into account, there
is still grave danger that the temporal power of Islam may return and, with it, the menace
that it may shake off a West which has ceased to be Christian, and affirm itself as a great
anti-Christian world Power." -ArchBishop Fulton Sheen
"Islam is as dangerous in a man as rabies in a dog." - Winston Churchill
"It isn't Islamophobia when they really ARE trying to kill you." –Bare Naked Islam
"Hudna ...in Islam is the process of establishing covenant or a peace treaty with an enemy.
And it's done solely for two purposes: one is to gain concessions, as the Palestinians did,
and the second is to regain strength. Pastor Hagee: That's very interesting. That means any
peace treaty they sign, they're not obligated to keep it.” – John Hagee
"Koranic teaching that the faith or “submission” can be, and in suitable circumstances
must be, imposed by force, has never been ignored. On the contrary, the history of Islam
from Arabia was followed by the rapid conquest of North Africa, the invasion and virtual
conquest of Spain, and a thrust into France that carried the crescent to the gates of Paris. It
took half a millennium or reconquest to expel the Moslems from Western Europe. The
Crusades, far from being an outrageous prototype of Western imperialism, as is taught in
most of our schools, were a mere episode in a struggle that has lasted 1,400 years and were
one of the few occasions when Christians took the offensive to regain the “occupied

territories” of the Holy Land." - Paul Johnson “‘Relentlessly and Thoroughly’: The Only
Way to Respond,” National Review (October 15, 2001)
"Go see St. Peter's now while you still can, because in about 50 years or less, it will be
turned into a Mohammedan mosque. And if you think it can't happen, consider what
happened to the great cathedral of Hagia Sophia in Constantinople when the Turks
conquered in 1453. They converted it to a mosque, and was used as such for over 400
years." - Bishop Donald Sanborn said in his seminary newsletter
"In Bendict's (Pope Benedict XVI) view, the conception of God-as-pure-will" is at the root
of the challenge that Islam presents for democratic institutions and cultures. The Muslim
God is a completely arbitrary deity, and therefore Islam is incompatible with deliberative
democracy" 17 For one of the most erudite and influential Christian leaders of today, a
chasm yawns between Islam and Christianity. The organization of social life is "completely
different" in the two, and at the heart of that social difference lie two distinct
understandings of God." - Miroslav Volf "Allah a Christian Response"
“Our Saviour…has taught us to judge the tree by its fruit,” Thomas Jefferson, America’s
third president, wrote to Martin Van Buren, America’s eight president. That is precisely
what we should do with regard to Islam, which constitutes the greatest political threat
facing the West today. Many people underestimate this threat. Some do not see it at all,
believing Islam is merely a religion like any other. The threat, however, is political, because
Islam seeks to exert totalitarian control over every aspect of life. Islam claims it all: God’s
part, but also Caesar’s. – Geert Wilders
"Stop pretending that Islam is merely a religion—it is primarily a totalitarian ideology that
aims to conquer the West. A free society should not grant freedom to those who want to
destroy it". – Geert Wilders
"The core of the problem is the fascist Islam, the sick ideology of Allah and Mohammed as
laid down in the Islamic Mein Kampf: the Quran"--Geert Wilders
“There are many causes of war, but battles amongst Christians are not as brutal as those
between Turks and Christians. One Christian fights another Christian over the possession
of land, over dominion, over power, over honor; he fights a Turk over religion, over liberty,
over life.” -Pope Pius II, Epistula ad Mahumetem 17
“Mohammad succeeded in building a political and theological empire at the expense of
those of Moses and Jesus’ vicars.” - Volney
"Mohammad was an "apostle of a merciful God who preaches nothing but murder and
carnage,” and “shocks every notion of justice”." - Volney

"The convulsions of the governments, and the ignorance of the people, in the quarter of the
globe, originate more or less immediately in the Koran, and its morality." - Volney
Muslim "fanaticism has never ceased to spread desolation and carnage. Asia once
flourishing, is now languishing in insignificance and barbarism because of Islam...it
consecrated the most absolute despotism in him who commands and imposes the most
blind and passive obedience in those who are governed." - Volney
Muhammad was troubled that "common sense might get the better of violence" - Cato, the
pseudonym of John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon, Cato's Letters or Essays on Liberty,
Civil, and Religious February 17, 1721
The Koran is a "tissue of vague phrases, empty of meaning", a "collection of puerile
stories, of ridiculous fables". - Volney
"We will have peace when the Arabs love their children more than they hate us."- Golda
Meier
"Islam is nothing more nor less than Judaism plus the apostle-ship of Mohammad." - S.M.
Zwemer.
"The earth is flat. Whoever claims it is round is an atheist deserving of punishment." Sheik Abdul-Aziz Ibn Baaz, Supreme Religious Authority of Saudi Arabia, 1993
"If minorities prefer Sharia Law, then we advise them to go to those places where that's the
state law. Russia does not need minorities. Minorities need Russia, and we will not grant
them special privileges, or try to change our laws to fit their desires, no matter how loud
they yell 'discrimination'". - Vladimir Putin
St. Thomas Aquinas taught, "If anyone were to worship at the tomb of Muhammad, he
would be deemed an apostate."
"How dreadful are the curses which Mohammedanism lays on its
votaries! Besides the fanatical frenzy, which is as dangerous in
a man as hydrophobia in a dog, there is this fearful fatalistic
apathy. The effects are apparent in many countries, improvident
habits, slovenly systems of agriculture, sluggish methods of
commerce, and insecurity of property exist wherever the
followers of the Prophet rule or live.
A degraded sensualism deprives this life of its grace and

refinement, the next of its dignity and sanctity. The fact that
in Mohammedan law every woman must belong to some man as his
absolute property, either as a child, a wife, or a concubine,
must delay the final extinction of slavery until the faith of
Islam has ceased to be a great power among men.
Individual Muslims may show splendid qualities, but the
influence of the religion paralyses the social development of
those who follow it.
No stronger retrograde force exists in the world. Far from
being moribund, Mohammedanism is a militant and proselytizing
faith. It has already spread throughout Central Africa,
raising fearless warriors at every step; and were it not that
Christianity is sheltered in the strong arms of science, the
science against which it had vainly struggled, the civilization
of modern Europe might fall, as fell the civilization of ancient
Rome."
Sir Winston Churchill; 1899 (Source: The River War, first edition,
Vol. II, pages 248-50 London)

